``The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn, the more places you'll go.”

- Dr. Seuss
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**Books for Younger Readers**

- Miss Frizzle’s Adventures in Ancient Egypt by Joanna Cole (J 932 COL)
- Look what came from Egypt by Miles Harvey (J 932 HAR)
- Ancient animals: saber-toothed cat by Sarah L. Thomson (J 569 THO)
- Fly Guy presents: dinosaurs by Tedd Arnold (J 567.9 ARN)
- The day the dinosaurs died by Charlotte Lewis Brown (J 567.9 BRO)
- Tyrannosaurus rex vs. velociraptor by Jerry Pallotto (J 567.912 PAL)
- Ultimate dinopedia: the most complete dinosaur reference ever by Don Lessem (J 567.9 ULT)
- Where is the Parthenon? By Roberta Edwards (J 938 EDW)
- How to live like a stone-age hunter by Anita Ganeri (J 930.1 GAN)
- Ancient Rome and Pompeii: a nonfiction companion to Vacation under the volcano by Mary Pope Osborne (J 937 OSBORNE)
- Great Wall of China by Carla Mooney (J 931 MOO)
- The Mildenhall treasure by Roald Dahl (J 936.264 DAH)
- Who built the pyramid? By Meredith Hooper (J 932 HOO)
- Pompeii: lost & found by Mary Pope Osborne (J 937.7 OSB)

**More Challenging Books**

- Pharaoh’s Boat by David Weitzman (J 932.01)
- The thrifty time traveler's guide to ancient Rome: a handbook of time travelers by Jonathan W. Stokes (J 937 STO)
- Wonders of the World by Philip Steele (J 930.1 STE)
- The ancient Romans by Allison Lassieur (J 937 LAS)
- The Roman Colosseum by Elizabeth Mann (J 937.6 MAN):
  - Ancient Persia by Don Nardo (J 935 NAR)
  - Women in ancient Greece by Fiona Macdonald (J 938 MAC)
  - Ancient Egypt: an interactive history adventure by Heather Adamson (J 930 ADA)
  - The griffin and the dinosaur: how Adrienne Mayor discovered a fascinating link between myth and science by Marc Aronson (J 567.9 FOSSIL HUNTER ARO)
  - The emperor’s silent army: terracotta warriors of Ancient China by Jane O’Connor (J 931 OCO)
  - Explorer. Dinosaurs! by Nick Forshaw and Andy Forshaw (J 567.9 FOR)
  - Mystery of Mummy Kids by Kelly Milner Halls (J 930.1 HAL)
  - Tracking tyrannosaurs: meet T. rex's fascinating family, from tiny terrors to feathered giants by Christopher Sloan (J 567.912 SLO)